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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider an n = n system of hydrodynamic type
ui s ¨ i u u j , i , j s 1, . . . , n 1 .  .t j x
  . iwe suppose that system 1 is hyperbolic, i.e., ¨ has real eigenvalues and aj
.basis of n linearly independent eigenvectors . Suppose there are n inte-
grals of hydrodynamic type
a1 u dx q a2 u dt , a2 u dx q a3 u dt , . . . , an u dx q anq1 u dt .  .  .  .  .  .
1 . 2 . n .such that a u , a u , . . . , a u can be taken as new dependent variables
 1 . 2 . n . . nq1i.e., a u , a u , . . . , a u are functionally independent . Then a be-
1 2 n nq1  1 n.comes a function of a , a , . . . , a : a s f a , a , . . . , a . In the vari-2
i  .ables a , Eqs. 1 assume the form
a1 s a2t x
a2 s a3t x
??? 2 .
­
n 1 2 na s f a , a , . . . , a .t ­ x
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which is evidently equivalent to a single scalar equation of the nth order
­ n w ­ n w ­ n w ­ n w
s f , , . . . , 3 .n n ny1 ny1 /­ t ­ x ­ x ­ t ­ x ­ t
after the substitution a1 s ­ n wr­ x n, a2 s ­ n wr­ x ny1 ­ t, . . . , an s
n ny1  w x.­ wr­ x ­ t see 6, 7 .
 .DEFINITION 1. The system 1 possessing n integrals of hydrodynamic
type
a1 u dx q a2 u dt , a2 u dx q a3 u dt , . . . , an u dx q anq1 u dt .  .  .  .  .  .
1 . 2 . n .such that a u , a u , . . . , a u can be taken as new dependent variables
is called reducible.
 .DEFINITION 2. The system 1 is called linearly degenerate if the Lie
i . i .derivative of each eigenvalue l u of the matrix ¨ u along the corre-j
i .sponding right eigenvector r u is equal to zero:
L i li s 0 for any i s 1, . . . , n. .r
 .In what follows we deal only with linearly degenerate systems 2 for
 . in s 3. For a 3 = 3 system 2 the matrix ¨ takes the formj
0 1 0
0 0 1 , 0f f fa b c
where a s a1, b s a2, c s a3.
 .The condition for 2 to be linearly degenerate is equivalent to the
 .  .  .  .overdetermined system 10 ] 12 on the function f a, b, c see Section 2 .
 .The property for 2 to be linearly degenerate is equivalent to that for
 .3 to possess the property of being completely exceptional in the sense of
w xLax and Boillat 1]4 , which has a consequence that every admissible
discontinuity wave never evolves into a nonlinear shock wave. It was
w x  .suggested in 3, 4 that the general form of Eqs. 3 possessing the property
of being completely exceptional is the scalar Monge]Ampere type equa-
tion:
c w w y w2 q c w w y w2 q c w w y w w . .  .1 x x x x t t x x t 2 x x t t t t x t t 3 x t t x x t t t t x x x
q c w y c w y c w y c w q c s 0. 4 .4 x x x 5 x x t 6 x t t 7 t t t 8
 .In our case c s const, because we consider only Eqs. 3 , which do noti
depend on x, t, u, and derivatives of lower order, so that they are equiva-
 .lent to the system 2 . It should be noted that dependence on x, t, u, and
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derivatives of lower order does not affect the property of being completely
exceptional because this property depends only on the highest derivatives
 w xsee 3 , where more general equations of higher order are considered and
w x.4 .
 .  .Thus the general solution of the overdetermined system 10 ] 12 can
be found from
c ac y b2 q c bf y c2 q c bc y af .  . .1 2 3
q c a y c b y c c y c f q c s 0, c s const. 5 .4 5 6 7 8 i
In this paper we give a direct proof of this result and discuss the cases
 .  .when 2 is not strictly hyperbolic, i.e., when 3 has multiple characteris-
tics.
In Section 2 we prove
 .THEOREM 1. The general 3 = 3 strictly hyperbolic reducible system 1 is
 .  .linearly degenerate if and only if it can be written in the form 2 with f a, b, c
 .determined by 5 .
We also consider the cases when 2 or 3 of the eigenvalues of the linearly
 .degenerate system 2 coincide. Then the discriminant of the characteristic
 . 3 2 2 2 3equation of 2 is equal to zero: 4 f f y f f q 18 f f f q 27f y 4 f sc a c b b c a a b
0.
 . w xSome equations of the type 4 were considered in 5 in the theory of
the equations of associativity describing geometry of moduli spaces of 2D
w xtopological field theories. In 6 it was suggested to consider them in
w xconnection with systems of hydrodynamic type. In 7 some of them were
investigated as Hamiltonian integrable systems.
i  i . i  . i  .. i .Let l s l u , l u , l j be left eigenvectors of ¨ u corresponding to1 2 3 j
i .the eigenvalues l u , which are supposed to be real and distinct. Then
i j i i i i . j  . l ¨ s l l . Introducing the 1-forms v s  l u du we can rewrite 1j j k k j j
in the equivalent exterior form
v i n dx q li dt s 0, i s 1, . . . , 3 6 .  .
  . ito verify this one has to multiply 1 by l from the left and take into
i i i . i iaccount that du s u dx q u dt . Differentiating v and l we arrive atx t
the ``structure equations''
dv i s ci v j n v k ci s yci , dli s li v j. 7 . .jk jk k j j
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 .System 1 does not possess Riemann invariants if and only if its
structure equations can be written in the form
dv1 s Av1 n v 2 q Bv1 n v 3 q v 2 n v 3 ,
dv 2 s Pv 2 n v1 q Qv 2 n v 3 q ev 3 n v1 ,
dv 3 s Rv 3 n v1 q Sv 3 n v 2 q v1 n v 2 , where e s "1.
In Section 3 we prove
 .THEOREM 2. A 3 = 3 strictly hyperbolic nondiagonalizable system 1 is
reducible and linearly degenerate if and only if it has the structure equations
dv1 s v 2 n v 3 , dv 2 s ev 3 n v1 , dv 3 s v1 n v 2
with li being subject toj
2 2 22 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 2l l s e l y l , l l s l y l , l l s e l y l , .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 3
l2l1 l3 s e l2 y l1 l2 y l3 l1 y l3 , .  .  .1 3 2
l1 s l2 s l3 s 0, where e s "1.1 2 3
 .In Section 4 and 5 we give classifications of Eqs. 4 and corresponding
systems
a s bt x
b s c 8 .t x
­
c s f a, b , c .t ­ x
where w s a, w s b, w s c, and f is the expression of w as ax x x x x t x t t t t t
 ..function of w , w , w by virtue of 4 .x x x x x t x t t
 .  .The general system 8 determined by 5 turns out to be nondiagonaliz-
w xable. For some particular cases it was demonstrated in 7 .
Let us consider two hydrodynamic integrals
B u dx q A u dt , N u dx q M u dt .  .  .  .
 .of the system 1 . Introducing new independent variables X, T by the
formulas
dX s B u dx q A u dt , dT s N u dx q M u dt .  .  .  .
 .we can rewrite 1 in the form
ui s ¨ i u u j , i , j s 1, . . . , n .ÄT j X
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 . .y1where ¨ s B¨ y AE ME y N¨ , E s id. Transformations of this typeÄ
are known as ``reciprocal.'' In Section 5 we construct explicitly reciprocal
 .  .transformations of the systems 8 corresponding to 5 which transform
these systems to constant eigenvalues.
2. LINEARLY DEGENERATE REDUCIBLE SYSTEMS
 .System 1 is linearly degenerate if and only if
=F 1¨ ny1 q =F 2 ¨ ny2 q ??? q=F n s 0, 9 .
where F1, F 2, . . . , F n are coefficients of the characteristics polynomial of
 i i .. n 1 . ny1 n . the matrix ¨ : det ld y ¨ u s l q F u l q ??? qF u , = s ­rj j
1 n. n  w x.­ u , . . . , ­r­ u , and ¨ means the nth power of the matrix ¨ see 10 .
 .For the 3 = 3 systems 2 this criterion gives
yf 2 f q f f s 2 f q f q f f , 10 .  .c bc c cc ac bb b cc
yf 2 f q f f s 2 f q f f , 11 .  .b bc c cc ab a cc
yf 2 f q f f s f . 12 .  .a bc c cc aa
Here a s a1, b s a2, c s a3.
 .  .Our aim is to solve the overdetermined system 10 ] 12 . Let us parame-
terize the second order derivatives by the variables A, B, C,
f s yAf , f s B , f s C y f B ,aa a cc bb b
A y f B yf A y f B yC y f Ac b a c
f s , f s , f s ,bc ab ac2 2 2
 .  .so that 10 ] 12 might be obtained by eliminating A, B, C.
We have
yf A y f B yC y f Ab a c
df s yAf da q db q dc 13 .a a 2 2
yf A y f B A y f Bb a c
df s da q C y f B db q dc 14 .  .b b2 2
yC y f A A y f Bc c
df s da q db q B dc. 15 .c 2 2
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Differentiating these equations we obtain
A B2 f Bc c c
B s y yb 2 2 2
AB f A f 2Bc c c c
A s 2C y y 2 f B q yb c b c2 2 2
1 1 1
2 3C s f A y BC q f B y 2 f C q 2 f f B y f A q f Bb b c a c c c c b c c c c c2 2 2
1 1 1
B s y C y AB y f Aa c c c2 2 2
1 1 1
2 2A s y A y f A y f B y f C y f Aa b c a c c c c c2 2 2
1 1 1
2 3C s y AC q 2 f A q f f A q f f B q f C q f A .a a c b c c a c c c c c c2 2 2
Moreover A , B , C are subject toc c c
y 7f f q 9 f q 2 f 3 A q 4 f 2 q f f 2 y 3 f f B .  .c b a c c b b c a c c
y 6 f q 2 f 2 C s 0, 16 . .b c c
y 3 f f q 2 f 2 q f f 2 A q 6 f f q 2 f f 2 B y 9 f q f f C s 0. . .  .a c b b c c a b a c c a b c c
17 .
 .  .If 16 , 17 are independent equations we have
1 1
2C s 2 f q f F , A s y f F , .c b c c c3 3
  .  .where F s B . Particular cases when 16 and 17 are not independentc
 .  . .will be considered below. See items 1 and 2 . Now we can write
A2 2 f F AB f Fb c
dA s y y f F da q y y db y dc 18 .a  / /2 3 2 3
f F AB 2 f F B2b c
dB s y y da q y y db q F dc 19 . /  /3 2 3 2
AC f f F f f F BCa c b c
dC s y q da q y q f F dba /  /2 3 3 2
2 f q f 2 F .b cq dc. 20 .
3
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 .Differentiating 18 and taking coefficients at da n db and db n dc we get
2 Af F y Ff B y 3 f F y2 AF q Bf F q f Fb a a b c c b
F s y , F s .a c2 f 2 fb b
If f s 0 then straightforward consideration shows that f is linear. Thatb
 . .  .means that c s c s c s 0 in 5 . Differentiating 19 and taking the1 2 3
coefficient at da n db we obtain
y2 FCf q f 2FB y 2 Af Ff q f Bf Fb b c b a c
F s y .b 2yf q 3 f fb a c
 2  . .The case yf q 3 f f s 0 will be considered below. See item 3 . Takingb a c
into account these three equations and the remaining coefficients we have
2 f 3 y 9 f f f y 27f 2b b a c a
B s A ,2 2 2 /f f f q 6 f f y 9 f fc b a a b c a
f 3 f q 4 f f 2 q 3 f 2 f q 18 f fc b c b c a b a
C s y A2 2 /f f q 6 f y 9 f fc b b c a
and
4 f 3 f y f 2 f 2 q 18 f f f q 27f 2 y 4 f 3 AF .c a c b b c a a b s 0.2 23 f f f q 6 f y 9 f f .a c b b c a
 2 2If f s 0 then f is linear. The case f f q 6 f y 9 f f s 0 is considereda c b b c a
 . .below. See item 4 . If A s 0 then B s C s 0 and f is linear. If
4 f 3 f y f 2 f 2 q 18 f f f q 27f 2 y 4 f 3 s 0 then two of the eigenvaluesc a c b b c a a b
coincide since this expression is the discriminant of the characteristic
 .   . .  .  .equation of 2 . See item 5 below. If F s 0 then the system 13 ] 15 ,
 .  .18 ] 20 is in involution and one can easily obtain its general solution by
 .integrating the simple ODEs. It is given by 5 .
Now let us consider the particular solutions. From the above treatment
it follows that they might arise in the following cases:
 .  .  .1 Coefficients of Eqs. 16 and 17 are equal to zero. Then one
 . 3  . 2 1can easily show that f s 1r27 f , f s y 1r3 f . This means that l sa c b c
l2 s l3 s f r3.c
 .  .  .2 Equations 16 and 17 are proportional. This condition is ful-
filled if and only if
f s mf 3 , f s nf 2 21 .a c b c
 .  .with m and n constants. That is compatible with 10 ] 12 if and only if
m s 0, n s y1r4 and m s 1r27, n s y1r3.
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1 2 3  .  .If m s 0, n s y1r4 then l s 0, l s l s 1r2 f , f s f b, c . Solv-c
2  .ing the equation 4 f q f s 0 for example, by Cauchy method we arriveb c
at parametric presentation
21 1 d
w s b y k q s y c s 0, f s w s b y k q w s , .  .  .  .  . /2 4 ds
 .where k s const and w s is an arbitrary function. Eliminating s between
 .these two equations we obtain f b, c . It is easy to show that f sc
 .  .drds w s .
If m s 1r27, n s y1r3 then the same method applied twice gives that
 .f a, b, c is determined by eliminating s between the following two equa-
tions
2d 1 d
2 w s b y l s 3 c y s q w s a y k .  .  .  . /  / /ds 9 ds
2 31 d 2 d
f s w s b y l y w s a y k q w s , .  .  .  .  . /  /3 ds 27 ds
 . 1where k s const, l s const, and w s is an arbitrary function. Here l s
2 3  .  . .  .l s l s 1r3 f s 1r3 drds w s .c
 . 2  .  .3 yf q 3 f f s 0. This equation is compatible with 10 ] 12 ifb a c
 . 3  . 2and only if f s 1r27 f and f s y 1r3 f . This case has already beena c b c
considered.
 . 2 24 yf f y 6 f q 9 f f s 0.b c b a c
 . 3 2 2 2 35 AF / 0, 4 f f y f f q 18 f f f q 27f y 4 f s 0. In thesec a c b b c a a b
cases we do not gain any new solutions.
Thus we have proved
 .THEOREM 1. The general 3 = 3 strictly hyperbolic reducible system 1 is
 .  .linearly degenerate if and only if it can be written in the form 2 and f a, b, c
 .determined by 5 .
3. STRUCTURE EQUATIONS
 .A long but straightforward calculation shows that system 2 with
 .  .f a, b, c determined by the general Eq. 5 is strictly hyperbolic and
nondiagonalizable. In this section we prove
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THEOREM 2. A 3 = 3 strictly hyperbolic nondiagonalizable system is
reducible and linearly degenerate if and only if it has the structure equations
dv1 s v 2 n v 3 , dv 2 s ev 3 n v1 , dv 3 s v1 n v 2
with li being subject toj
2 2 22 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 2l l s e l y l , l l s l y l , l l s e l y l , .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 3
l2l1 l3 s e l2 y l1 l2 y l3 l1 y l3 , .  .  .1 3 2
l1 s l2 s l3 s 0, where e s "1.1 2 3
 .Proof. A 3 = 3 reducible system 1 has three hydrodynamic integrals
a dx q b dt , b dx q c dt , c dx q f dt.
Let da s k v1 q k v 2 q k v 3, db s l v1 q l v 2 q l v 3. The equality1 2 3 1 2 3
 .  . iD a s D b implies l s l k . Thus we havet x i i
da s k v1 q k v 2 q k v 3 , 22 .1 2 3
db s l1k v1 q l2 k v 2 q l3k v 3. 23 .1 2 3
Using the other two integrals we similarly obtain:
2 2 21 1 2 2 3 3dc s l k v q l k v q l k v , 24 .  .  .  .1 2 3
3 3 31 1 2 2 3 3df s l k v q l k v q l k v . 25 .  .  .  .1 2 3
The system under consideration is linearly degenerate and nondiagonaliz-
able. That gives
dv1 s Av1 n v 2 q Bv1 n v 3 q v 2 n v 3 ,
dv 2 s Pv 2 n v1 q Qv 2 n v 3 q ev 3 n v1
dv 3 s Rv 3 n v1 q Sv 3 n v 2 q v1 n v 2 , l1 s l2 s l3 s 0.1 2 3
 .A and B should not be confused with parameters in Section 2. We
restrict our consideration to the choice e s 1. The case with negative sign
may be reduced to it by the complex normalization
v1 ª iv1 , v 2 ª v 2 , v 3 ª iv 3.
This does not affect the consideration so both cases may be treated on
equal footing.
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 .  . 1 2Differentiating 22 , 23 and setting coefficients at v n v equal to
zero we have
k y k P y k q k A q k s 0,21 2 12 1 3
k l2 y k l2P y k l1 q k l1A q k l3 q k l2 y k l1 s 0,21 2 12 1 3 2 1 1 2
so that
l2 l1 l3 y l21 2
k s k q k q k A q k12 2 1 1 31 2 2 1 1 2l y l l y l l y l
l2 l1 l3 y l11 2
k s k q k q k P q k .21 2 1 2 31 2 2 1 1 2l y l l y l l y l
Similarly we obtain
l3 l1 l1 y l21 3
k s k q k q k R q k31 3 1 3 21 3 3 1 1 3l y l l y l l y l
l3 l1 l3 y l21 3
k s k q k q k B q k13 3 1 1 21 3 3 1 1 3l y l l y l l y l
l3 l2 l1 y l22 3
k s k q k q k S q k32 3 2 3 12 3 3 2 2 3l y l l y l l y l
l3 l2 l1 y l32 3
k s k q k q k Q q k .23 3 2 2 12 3 3 2 2 3l y l l y l l y l
 .  .Now differentiating 24 , 25 and taking into account the above expres-
sions for k we geti j
23 1 3 2l y l l y l .  .
2 1 2k l l y l s k .2 1 3 2 1l y l .
22 3 3 1l y l l y l .  .
1 2 1k l l y l s k .1 2 3 2 1l y l .
21 2 2 3l y l l y l .  .
3 1 3k l l y l s k .3 1 2 1 3l y l .
23 2 2 1l y l l y l .  .
1 3 1k l l y l s k .1 3 2 1 3l y l .
23 1 1 2l y l l y l .  .
2 3 2k l l y l s k .2 3 1 3 2l y l .
21 2 1 3l y l l y l .  .
3 2 3k l l y l s k . .3 2 1 3 2l y l .
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 .For this system to have nontrivial solution k , k , k the following equali-1 2 3
ties must be fulfilled:
2 2 22 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 2l l s l y l , l l s l y l , l l s l y l , .  .  .1 1 2 2 3 3
l2l1 l3 s l2 y l1 l2 y l3 l1 y l3 . .  .  .1 3 2
Now we parameterize li asj
l2 s K l2 y l3 , l3 s Ky1 l2 y l3 , l3 s L l3 y l1 , .  .  .1 1 2
l1 s Ly1 l3 y l1 , l1 s M l1 y l2 , l2 s My1 l1 y l2 .  .  .2 3 3
so that
dl1 s Ly1 l3 y l1 v 2 q M l1 y l2 v 3 , .  .
dl2 s K l2 y l3 v1 q My1 l1 y l2 v 3 , .  . 26 .
dl3 s Ky1 l2 y l3 v1 q L l3 y l1 v 2 , .  .
with K, L, M being subject to KLM s 1. Differentiating equations for dli
and taking into account the equality KLM s 1 we find
2 1 2w xdK s P y R K q 1 q K v q AK y KL v .
w y1 x 3q yBK y KM v ,
y1 1 2 2w xdL s yPL y LK v q S y A L q 1 q L v .
27 .
w x 2q QL y LM v ,
w x 1 w y1 x 2dM s RM y MK v q ySM y ML v
2 3q B y Q M q 1 q M v .
and
l3 y l1 Q s LM l1 y l2 S, l1 y l2 R s MK l2 y l3 B , .  .  .  .
l2 y l3 A s LK l3 y l1 P . .  .
That gives AQR s PBS.
Assuming that A, B, P, Q, R, S are not equal to zero we'll get a contra-
diction. We restrict ourselves to this case since the others are treated in a
similar way. The final result is A s B s P s Q s R s S s 0.
Differentiating the last three equalities, expressions for dK, dL, dM, and
equations for dv1, dv 2, dv 3 we get 21 equations though not all of them
are independent. We won't write them down. The reader can easily carry
.out all calculations. These equations allow us to find some derivatives.
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The others may be parameterized by the variables a , b , g in such a way
that:
2 AQ 3BA a A
1 2 3dA s q a v q AS y q v q AQ q P v . /  /S R P
2 BS 3 AB Bb
1 2 3dB s y q b v q BS y R v q QB q q v .  / /Q P R
3PQ aP 2 PB
1 2 3dP s PR q q v q y q a v q PB y A v . /  /S A R
2QR 3PQ g Q
1 2 3dQ s QR q S v q q g v q QB y q v .  /  /B A S
3SR bR 2 RA
1 2 3dR s PR y q v q RA q B v q q b v .  / /Q B P
3SR Sg 2SP
1 2 3dS s SP y Q v q AS q q v q y q g v . .  / /B Q A
Differentiating the expression for dA and setting the coefficients at
v 2 n v 3 and v 3 n v1 equal to zero we find two expressions for A .3
Equating them we arrive at SP 2 s 0. Thus we have obtained the contra-
diction.
To prove that the theorem conditions are sufficient for the strictly
hyperbolic system to be reducible and linearly degenerate let us parame-
terize k by g asi
2 2 22 3 3 1 1 2k s KLg l y l , k s g l y l , k s Kg l y l . .  .  .1 2 3
Then the above expressions for k allow us to find g rg as functions ofi j i
i  . l , K, L, M: g rg s G l, K, L, M . We do not write G here. The readeri i i
.can easily recover all details. Note that we will have two expressions for
g rg which are equal due to the equality KLM s 1. A straightforwardi
calculation shows that the exterior derivative of the form G v1 q G v 2 q1 2
G v 3 is zero. That means that there exists a function g such that the3
 .  .system 22 ] 25 is in involution. It is easy to check that for strictly
 .  .hyperbolic systems differentials of a, b, c given by 22 ] 24 are linearly
independent so that a, b, c are functionally independent. Thus the system
 .1 satisfying the theorem conditions is reducible.
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4. CLASSIFICATION OF SCALAR MONGE]AMPERE
TYPE EQUATIONS OF THE 3d ORDER
 . 2 2 2Let us consider Eq. 4 . We suppose that c q c q c / 0 and c s1 2 3 i
const. It is obvious that the substitution
x ª Ax q Bt , t ª Cx q Dt , w ª w q Ex3 q Fx 2 t q Gxt2 q Ht 3
28 .
 .here A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H are constant does not change the form of
 .Eq. 4 .
 .Let us define k s w , l s w , m s w . It is easy to see that Eq. 4 canx x x t t t
be rewritten in the form
c dk n dl q c dl n dm q c dm n dk q c dk n dt q c dk n dx1 2 3 4 5
q c dl n dx q c dm n dx q c dx n dt s 0, c s const. 29 .6 7 8 i
After the substitution
X s Ax q Bt , T s Cx q Dt , 30 .
where A, B, C, D are constant such that d s AD y BC / 0 we get
k s A2K q 2 ACL q C 2M
l s ABK q AD q BC L q CDM .
m s B2K q 2 BDL q D2M .
 .Here K s w , L s w , M s w . In the new variables X, T , Eq. 29X X X T T T
has the same form with
C 2 2 c1 d A dB y2d AB 1
2 2C s .cd C dD y2dDC2 2 0  0 0 cyd AC ydDB d AD q BC .C 33
The determinant of the above matrix is equal to d 6. This means that
2 2 2 2 2 2 .C q C q C / 0. We also have C y C C s d c y c c so that the1 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 2
2  .sign of the expression c y c c is invariant under transformation 30 .3 1 2
 .  .Using substitutions 28 we can reduce Eq. 4 to one of the following
cases:
 . 2  .I If c y c c ) 0 then Eq. 4 can be reduced to the form3 1 2
w w y w w s a , where a s 1 or a s 0. If a s 0 then the corre-t t t x x x x t t x x t
 .sponding system 8 has one Riemann invariant cra.
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 . 2 3 2 2 3II If c y c c s 0 and c c y c c c y c c c y c c / 0 then3 1 2 4 3 1 5 3 1 3 6 1 7
 . 2Eq. 4 can be reduced to w w y w q w s 0.t t x x x x t x x t t t
2 3 2 2 3  .In the case c y c c s 0, c c y c c c y c c c y c c s 0, Eq. 43 1 2 4 3 1 5 3 1 3 6 1 7
2  .can be reduced to w w y w s z . Here z is constant. This case isx x t t t t x t t
 .degenerate in the sense that the corresponding system 8 has two Rie-
 . ’mann invariants c " y z rb or multiple eigenvalue crb if z s 0 which
 . .is equivalent to Eq. 4 having multiple characteristic .
 . 2  .III If c y c c - 0 then Eq. 4 can be reduced to the form3 1 2
w w y w2 q w w y w2 q a s 0, where a s "1 or a s 0. If a sx x x x t t x x t x x t t t t x t t
 .  .0 then the corresponding system 8 has one Riemann invariant c y a rb.
 .  .The condition a s 0 for I , III can be written in terms of coefficients
 .of 4
22c c y c c s p c , 31 .  . .8 3 1 2
where
p c s c2c3 y 2c c c c2 y c c c c2 y c c c c2 q c c c3 y 3c c c c c . 4 2 3 4 5 2 2 4 6 3 1 4 6 2 4 7 3 1 2 3 4 7
q c c2c2 q c c c3 q c c c c c q c c c c2 q c c c c22 3 5 5 6 3 1 2 3 5 6 1 5 7 3 2 5 7 1
q c c2c2 q 2c c c c2 q c3c2 .1 3 6 3 6 7 1 1 7
 w x.It was observed by Dubrovin see 5 that equations of associativity of
 .the type 4 are related to the spectral problems in the form
c s zUc , c s zV c . 32 .x t
Here z is a spectral parameter and U and V are 3 = 3 matrices, depending
 .on w , w , w , w . The compatibility conditions for 32 are U s Vx x x x x t x t t t t t t x
 .and UV y VU s 0, the first condition being fulfilled for any w x, t . The
second condition gives the appropriate equation. Here we present spectral
 .  .  .  .  .problems 32 for cases I , II , III . Since we have shown that any Eq. 4
 .can be reduced by the transformations 28 to one of these cases we can
 .get the spectral problem for any Eq. 4 applying the inverse transforma-
 .tion which has the same form 28 .
 .For the case I
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 w w 1 w wU s V s .x x t x x x x t t x x t 0  01 w w 0 w wx t t x x t t t t x t t
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 .For the case II
0 1 0 0 0 1
w w 1 w w 0U s V s .x x t x x x x t t x x t 0  0w w 0 w w 0x t t x x t t t t x t t





U s yi w q w yw y 2 iw q wx x x x t t x x x x x t x t t2 2
i 1 1 1 1 1





V s .1 w q w yw y 2 iw q wx x t t t t x x t x t t t t t2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
y w q iw q w w q w¢ §x x t x x t t t t x x t t t t2 4 2 4 2 2
After the substitution x ª ix, t ª it these two matrices give the spectral
problem for the case a s y1.
5. CLASSIFICATION OF NONDIAGONALIZABLE
REDUCIBLE LINEARLY DEGENERATE SYSTEMS OF
3d ORDER
 .After the substitution w s a, w s b, w s c, w s f a, b, c , wherex x x x x t x t t t t t
 .f is the expression of w as a function of w , w , w by virtue of 4 ,t t t x x x x x t x t t
 .  .Eqs. 32 give the spectral problem for the system 8 .
w x i jPROPOSITION 1 7 . If the eigen¨alues n of U or eigen¨alues m of V are
distinct, then
n 1 dx q m1 dt , n 2 dx q m2 dt , n 3 dx q m3 dt
 .are hydrodynamic integrals of 8 .
i j w xProof. Since n or m are distinct and UV s UV y VU s 0 there
exists such a nondegenerate matrix S that U s SNSy1 and V s SMSy1,
 1 2 3.  1 2 3.where N s diag n , n , n , M s diag m , m , m . The condition U s Vt x
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y1 y1  y1. y1 y1  y1.gives S NS q SN S q SN S s S MS SM S q SM S .t t t x x x
Multiplying this equality by Sy1 on the left, by S on the right, and taking
 y1 . y1  . y1 w y1 xinto account the identity d S s yS d S S we get S S , N q Nt t
w y1 x w y1 x w y1 xs S S , M q M . Since the matrices S S , N and S S , M arex x t x
off-diagonal we have N s M .t x
 .  .These integrals are used to reduce the system 8 corresponding to 4 to
constant eigenvalues.
 .PROPOSITION 2. If the system 1 has three hydrodynamic integrals
I s n 1 u dx q m1 u dt , I s n 2 u dx q m2 u dt , .  .  .  .1 2
I s n 3 u dx q m3 u dt .  .3
such that
I y I s h u dx q l3 dt , I y I s h u dx q l1 dt , .  .  .  .1 2 3 2 3 1 33 .2I y I s h u dx q l dt , .  .3 1 2
i  .  .where l are eigen¨alues of 1 and h u are not equal to zero then thei
reciprocal transformation
1 1
dX s I y I , dT s I q I y I .  .3 2 3 2 12 2
 .of the system 1 reduces it to the system with constant eigen¨alues L s 0,1
L s 1, L s y1.2 3
 .  .Proof. The system 1 can be written in the form 6 :
v1 n dx q l1 dt s 0, v 2 n dx q l2 dt s 0, .  .
v 3 n dx q l3 dt s 0. .
Since the h are nonzero andi
1
1 2dX s y h u dx q l dt , dX q dT s h u dx q l dt , .  .  .  .1 22
dX y dT s h u dx q l3 dt .  .3
these equations are equivalent to
v1 n dX s 0, v 2 n dX q dT s 0, v 3 n dX y dT s 0. .  .
This means that eigenvalues of the transformed system are 0, 1, and y1,
respectively.
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 .  .  .Let us consider the ``canonical'' forms I , II , and III in detail.
 .I The characteristic equation of the matrix U is
yn 2 q 2bn 2 q ac y b2 n q a s 0. .
 .  .  .Let us designate by p n , p n , p n the symmetric polynomials:1 2 3
p n s ¨ 1 q n 2 q n 3 , p n s n 1n 2 q n 2n 3 q n 3n 1 , .  .1 2
p n s n 1n 2n 3. .3
 .  . 2  .Then p n s 2b, yp n s ac y b , p n s a which gives1 2 3
1 p2 n y 4 p n .  .1 2
a s p n , b s p n , c s . 34 .  .  .3 12 4 p n .3
1 2 3  .Thus n , n , and n can be taken as new dependent variables of 8 . Let
i  .Tm be the eigenvalue of V, corresponding to the eigenvector ¨ s j , h, z .i
Then the ¨ is the eigenvector of U, corresponding to some n i at the samei
 . i itime see the proof of Proposition 1 . From n s n j , hb q z a s n h we
have
2 2i i i in y bn 2 n y n p n .  .  .1iz s j and m s zrj s .
a 2 p n .3
i  .Let l be the eigenvalues of the relevant system 8 . From
b c 1 q bc
3 2yl q l q l y s 02a a a
 .and 34 we get
b p n c p2 n y 4 p n .  .  .1 1 2
p l s s , yp l s s .  .1 2 2a 2 p n a 4 p n .  .3 3
1 q bc 4 p n p n y p3 n y 8 p n .  .  .  .1 2 1 3
p l s y s . .3 2 3a 8 p n .3
Then li can be indexed so that
p n y 2n i .1il s . 35 .
2 p n .3
We have
I y I s n 1 y n 2 dx q l3 dt , I y I s n 2 y n 3 dx q l1 dt , .  .  .  .1 2 2 3
I y I s n 3 y n 1 dx q l2 dt .  .3 1
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and the system under consideration can be reduced to constant eigenval-
 . i   .ues see Proposition 2 . The eigenforms v are proportional to p l r3
i.   . i.  .  .l da y p l y l db q dc. Taking into account 34 , 35 and normal-1
i izing v we can write down the following expressions for them compare
w x.with 7 ,
y y2 y y3 dy1 q y3 y y1 dy2 q y1 y y2 dy3 .  .  .
1v s
3 2 2 1 3 1’2 y y y y y y y y y .  .  .
y2 y y3 dy1 y y3 y y1 dy2 q y1 y y2 dy3 .  .  .
2v s
3 1 2 1 3 2’2 y y y y y y y y y .  .  .
y2 y y3 dy1 q y3 y y1 dy2 y y1 y y2 dy3 .  .  .
3v s ,
2 1 3 1 3 2’2 y y y y y y y y y .  .  .
j j  1 2 3 .where y s 1rn . We suppose that y - y - y . One can check by
straightforward calculation that
dv1 s v 2 n v 3 , dv 2 s yv 3 n v1 , dv 3 s v1 n v 2 .
i  .So the v satisfying the structure equations of the SO 2, 1 group in this
case.
 .II Here the characteristic equation of the matrix U is
yn 3 q an 2 q 2bn q c s 0.
Then
1
i ia s p n , b s y p n , c s p n , l s yn , .  .  .1 2 32
1 p n . 23i i im s y n p n q n .  .1i /2 n
I y I s n 1 y n 2 dx q l3 dt , I y I s n 2 y n 3 dx q l1 dt , .  .  .  .1 2 2 3
I y I s n 3 y n 1 dx q l2 dt . .  .3 1
 .Applying proposition II we reduce this case to constant eigenvalues too.
i  . i  i.Here v takes the same form as in I in coordinates n not in inverse y .
 1 2 3 . iIt is supposed that n - n - n . So the v satisfy the same structure
 .equations of the SO 2, 1 group.
 .  .  .III Applying the same approach as in the cases I and II to the
case a s 1 we can take the eigenvalues n i of the matrix U as new
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 .dependent variables of 1 and get
a s p n q p n , b2 s Q n , c s yp n , .  .  .  .1 3 3
1 2’ ’n Q n n Q n .  .
1 2l s , l s ,1 2 1 3 1 2 2 31 q n n 1 q n n 1 q n n 1 q n n .  .  .  .
3’n Q n .
3l s ,2 3 1 31 q n n 1 q n n .  .
’ ’ ’Q n Q n Q n .  .  .
1 2 3m s , m s , m s ,2 3 3 1 1 21 q n n 1 q n n 1 q n n .  .  .
 .  1 2 . 2 3. 3 1.  .where Q n s y 1 q n n 1 q n n 1 q n n . The condition Q n ) 0
  . 2 . it follows from Q n s b imposes restriction on the expressions 1 q
1 2 .  2 3.  3 1. 1 2 3n n , 1 q n n , and 1 q n n . Let us suppose n - n - n . Then
accurate analysis shows that
1
a s - 0,3 1 1 2 2 32 n y n n y n 1 q n n .  .  .
1
b s - 0,1 2 2 3 1 32 n y n n y n 1 q n n .  .  .
1
g s - 02 3 3 1 1 22 n y n n y n 1 q n n .  .  .
and the eigenforms
1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2’v s bg y y y y 1 q n n dy q y y y 1 q n n dy .  . .  .
q y1 y y2 1 q n 1n 2 dy3 . . .
2 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2’v s ga y y y 1 q n n dy y y y y 1 q n n dy .  . .  .
q y1 y y2 1 q n 1n 2 dy3 , . . .
3 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 2’v s ab y y y 1 q n n dy q y y y 1 q n n dy .  . .  .
y y1 y y2 1 q n 1n 2 dy3 . . .
satisfy the structure equations
dv1 s v 2 n v 3 , dv 2 s v 3 n v1 , dv 3 s v1 n v 2
 .of the SO 3 group.
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The case a s y1 is considered in a similar way. The only difference is
k  kthat we take in as new dependent variables. n are the eigenvalues of
.the matrix U.
 .  . iThe system 8 , case II in variables n , can be written in Hamiltonian
form
¡ ¦­ H n .
1­n
1n y1 1 1d 1 d ­ H n .
2 s y 36 .1 y1 1n 2dt 2 dx / ­n 03 1 1 y1n
­ H n .¢ §3­n
 . 1 2 3  w x.with the Hamiltonian H n s n n n see 7 . Let us note that the system
 .1 is called Hamiltonian if there exists such a flat nondegenerate metric
 .g u such thati j
g ¨ k s g ¨ k , = ¨ i s = ¨ i , 37 .i k j jk i k j j k
where = is covariant differentiation defined by g . The Hamiltoniani j
 .system 1 can be written in the form
dH u .
i i ju s At jd u
 .with some Hamiltonian H u and the Hamiltonian operator
d
i j i j i s j kA s g u y g u G u u .  .  .sk xdx
 i j jhere g is the inverse of g , G is the corresponding Levi]Civitai j sk
.  . iconnection . In the case 36 , n are flat coordinates of g .i j
 .The system 1 is called semi-Hamiltonian if there exists a nondegener-
 .  .ate metric g not necessarily flat satisfying 37 . One can easily checki j
 .  .  .  . that the systems 8 in cases I , II , III and therefore in all strictly
 .  ..hyperbolic nondiagonalizable cases of 8 corresponding to 4 are semi-
 w x .Hamiltonian. See 11 for the criterion to be semi-Hamiltonian. Calcula-
 .  w x.tion shows that the metric g is flat only in the case II see 11 . As fari j
 .  .  .as the transformations of 8 corresponding to transformations 28 of 4
 w x.retain the property of being Hamiltonian see the criterion in 12 the
 . 2 3 2Hamiltonian systems 8 are the systems with c y c c s 0, c c y c c c3 1 2 4 3 1 5 3
2 3  .  .y c c c y c c / 0. Note that the cases I and II are reduced by1 3 6 1 7
reciprocal transformation to the same eigenvalues and the structure equa-
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 . ition. The reader can check that the case II in variables n can be
 . ireduced to the case I in variables y by reciprocal transformation
1
1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 3dX s y n n q n n q n n dx q n n n dt , dT s dx .
2
i i w xand the variables transform y s n 7 . But this reciprocal transformation
does not preserve the property of being Hamiltonian.
It may seem strange that there is no reducible Hamiltonian system with
 .structure equations of the SO 3 group. It is explained by the following
PROPOSITION 3. The nondiagonalizable linearly degenerate reducible sys-
 .  .tem 1 i.e., satisfying the condition of the Theorem 2 is Hamiltonian if and
only if
4 2 4 22 1 3 3 1 2l y l l q e l y l l .  . .  .2 3
2 2 21 2 2 3 3 1q l y l l y l l y l s 0. .  .  .
This condition is obtained in the framework of the coordinate-free
 .  .approach see Section 3 by using the criterion for 1 to be Hamiltonian
w xgiven in 11 . So in the case e s 1 the expression on the left-hand side of
the above equality is positive.
Thus any strictly hyperbolic linearly degenerate reducible system can be
 .  .  .represented in the form 8 where f is defined by one of the cases I , II ,
 .III . Taking into account the structure equations and the fact that the
 .  .  .  .system 8 for I , II , III can be reduced to the case of constant
eigenvalues we conclude that any strictly hyperbolic linearly degenerate
reducible nondiagonalizable system is semi-Hamiltonian and integrable
see the criteria for a nondiagonalizable system to be integrable and
w x.semi-Hamiltonian in 11 . A subclass of Hamiltonian systems is specified
2  3 2 2 3by c y c c s 0. It is necessary to require c c y c c c y c c c y c c3 1 2 4 3 1 5 3 1 3 6 1 7
/ 0 in the Hamiltonian case, otherwise the system has multiple eigenval-
.  .ues. Thus the abovementioned three canonical forms of 8 are not
equivalent under variable transformations since the case c2 y c c s 0 is3 1 2
the only Hamiltonian one and the cases c2 y c c ) 0 and c2 y c c - 03 1 2 3 1 2
have different structure equations, though the case c2 y c c ) 0 can be3 1 2
2  w x.reduced to the case c y c c s 0 by reciprocal transformation see 7 .3 1 2
But this transformation does not retain the property of being Hamiltonian
 w x.see 12 .
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
 .T  .1. Let r s j , h, z be the right eigenvector of the system 8
corresponding to the eigenvalue l:
j j0 1 0
0 0 1 h hs l . 0  0  0f f fa b c z z
 .  2 .Then j : h : z s 1 : l : l . Since l is constant along the integral curves
3 .of the vector field r, these curves are straight lines in the space R a, b, c
 .of the dependent variables. We say that system 1 is the system of Temple
 .  .  .class if there exists n hydrodynamic integrals h u dx q F u dt, h u dx1 1 2
. .  .  .  .  .q F u dt, . . . , h u dx q F u dt such that h u , . . . , h u can be taken2 n n 1 n
as new dependent variables in which integral curves of the vector fields
determined by right eigenvectors are straight lines. Systems of the Temple
w xclass were investigated in 8 for n s 2. All reducible linearly degenerate
systems give a set of examples of nondiagonalizable systems of that class. It
is obvious that for reducible systems the property of being linearly degen-
erate is equivalent to the property of belonging to the Temple class.
2. Summing up we can formulate for following properties of the
 .  .systems 8 corresponding to the general Eq. 4 :
 .1 they do not possess Riemann invariants,
 .2 they are linearly degenerate,
 .3 they are semi-Hamiltonian with a subclass of Hamiltonian sys-
tems specified by
c2 y c c s 0, c c3 y c c c2 y c2c c y c3c / 03 1 2 4 3 1 5 3 1 3 6 1 7
 .  .  .  .4 they have structure equations 7 of SO 3 or SO 2, 1 group,
 .5 they can be reduced to constant eigenvalues by reciprocal trans-
formations,
 .6 they are integrable via the inverse scattering transform,
 .7 they belong to the Temple class,
 .  .8 there is a criterion for the system 1 to be reducible and linearly
 .degenerate which is expressed in coordinate-free form see Theorem 1 .
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